Chapter 13

**HOPEFUL**: Joined Christian after the martyrdom of Faithful on the way to the Celestial City.

**MR. BYENDS**: A man from the town of Fairspeech. He never strives against the wind and tide and are most zealous when religion goes about wearing silver slippers.

**MR. HOLDTHEWORLD**: Is a spokesman for the glory of human autonomy, the totality of human material achievement and the sensual enjoyment of human delight.

**MR. MONEYLOVE**: A specialist in cut-throat entrepreneurial schemes, investment scams, and personal boasting about his success as a self-made man.

**MR. SAVEALL**: Is particularly resistant to all claims for aid, even in situations of extreme need. The Arminian belief in universal atonement may be represented here.

**MR. GRIPEMAN**:

**LOVEGAIN**:

**COUNTY OF COVETING**:

**PLAIN CALLED EASE**:

**HILL CALLED LUCRE**:

**DEMAS**:
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**BY-PATH MEADOW**:

**VAIN CONFIDENCE**:

**DOUBTING CASTLE**:

**GIANT DESPAIR**:

**DIFFIDENCE**:

**KEY CALLED PROMISE**: